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About This Software

Substance Designer is the industry's reference Material Creation and Scan Processing Tool. More than 95% of AAA game
projects currently in development use Substance as well as the most prestigious visual effects and animation studios.

You will get updates on Steam up to the end of 2019
Link your account to your Allegorithmic account to get 1 year of update from the purchase date on Steam

Create amazing looking materials with full control and an infinity of variations. Edit complete texture sets instantly with
Substance Designer's node-based workflow and produce procedural, scan-based or hybrid Substance and MDL materials that

will be directly compatible with your renderer or game engine.

Welcome to the community
Substance Designer is the tool on which the best texture artists in the industry rival themselves in a contest of ingeniosity and

skill, along with an ever-growing and friendly online community. Have a question or need some guidance? Join us on Discord or
on our official forums, there is always someone ready to help.

Want to learn from the best? Join the more than 100 000 users on Substance Share and download some of the 2,300+ free assets
available to help you in your artistic journey.

This license does not include access to Substance Source

List of game engines and tools with direct Substance format support (Substance Designer does not require a compatible renderer
and can also export good old textures if needed):
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 Unreal Engine 4

 Unity

 Amazon Lumberyard

 CryEngine

 Autodesk Maya

 Autodesk 3ds Max

 Cinema 4D

 Blender (via 3rd party plugin)

 Modo

 Houdini

 Marmoset Toolbag

 iClone

 and many more, find the full list on our website!
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Title: Substance Designer 2019
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration
Developer:
Allegorithmic
Publisher:
Allegorithmic
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: X86 with SSE2

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX10 - Shader Model 3.0

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Even though I didnt play this game when it came out or when multiplayer was still alive, I think this game is great. If only the AI
were better...

9/10 would replay again. This game is super dope, the way it feels grinding rails, fells just like it does in real life. the only thing
I have a problem with is the stupid challenges. I can see like competitions, or demos, but I don't want to have to do a ♥♥♥♥ing
race, or have to traverse a mountain to get all the checkpoints, like what the ♥♥♥♥. The challenges are ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥, but the
feeling of riding park keeps me satusfied.

  also i have no clue how to do a 1440 the most i can do is 900 I've done the spinning tutorial like 5 times please coment tips
below... Thanks. It's a really well made tower deffence. It starts of easy but don't let that fool you. It becomes hard quickly and
you need to think it out. I have not beaten it yet at the time of this review. i highly suggest getting this game.. Suprisingly funny
and refreshing Game in VR. Looks like you're playing with sexy Anime-Actionfigures and generates an Image of how
unbelievably wonderfull a real Diablo-like VR-Game could be.. Loveless Mario clone. Some assets were not properly prepared
and have a border around the images, some sounds are clipping, some game over messages suggest ad videos were intended.
Stay away.. game cannot load this song. Garbage.
Not sure who would enjoy such a weekend project and why it's on Steam.. Crunch for this game is how many times you want to
play it.

Ten maps was my limit. After that had got a rythm and there just aren't enough strategic options to keep me playing.

Graphic could be better, multiplayer would really make a difference, achievements maybe, but this feels like something that's
just out there to make cash and not someones attempt to bring joy to thousands.

. The A.I. of your units is not the best and sometimes not even good.
In the campaign for every episode you have to do tech-research almost from the beginning every time. This is little stupid I
think since it is a campaign.
Sometimes it looks like explorable terrain but your units can't really go anywhere.
In lot of maps you just feel like you're defending against nonstop waves of enemies that keep appearing from off the map. It
gets repetitive very fast.
. no comment...
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I just could not get into this game - the game play did not really have the Hidden objects part down pat - it is difficult to
understand what you require and the Help is not really helpfull - I actually found the clues to be clueless and therefore will not
be able to rate this game in a positive light. Good luck to other people who might want to play this.. I'm on the fence with this
game, and rate it a 5/10.

The artwork was nice and the gameplay all worked well enough.

However the puzzles in the game were overly simple (eg, a tri-wheel puzzle where you had to sort pictures was already 90%
completed at the start). And some of the hidden object objects were blended to the point where it was difficult to see them on
the screen (admittedly this may have been fixed by altering my screen brightness/contrast, but I've never had to do that for any
other hidden object game).

The storyline was kind of sanctimonious, and left a whole lot of unanswered questions. And for a game set in a hospital, the
gamemakers seem to know very little about medical school or how hospitals run. The game introduces the heads of the hospital
fairly early on as being a husband and wife doctor team who were also Prom King and Queen at medical school (because
apparently that's a thing). But it all went to hell (literally) because of another women (Professor Avinci... can't remember the
spelling) who was jealous of Dr Maria Mobile (Prom Queen) for her beauty. Apparently only being Class President and having a
Phd as well as a doctorate clearly made her the lesser woman. The hospital also featured it's own Notre Dame replica, a giant
statue of Dr Mobile (Prom King), an Alchemist on the payroll, and Dr Mobile's (Prom King's) revolutionary therapy methods
where he tortured the sin out of people...

Warning: Spoilers beyond this point[/b]

 For things that generally annoyed me in the game: the various people who were condemned for their sins seemed to be
pretty normal people, and the comments from the main character where about how horrible those people where and
how they deserved what they got was quite sanctimonious. Gluttony enjoyed food sure, but as a chef it was kind of in
the job description. From the description of Sloth, I'm pretty sure the poor guy was suffering from depression. Greed
was apparently a miser because he counted every coin and wouldn't lend the hospital's money to people, which once
again as an accountant I'm pretty sure that was his job. And Lust gets condemned for eternity because he flirted with
nurses.

Most annoying of all was how the storyline made Proffessor Avinci (or whatever her name was) jealous of Dr Maria
Mobile because obviously being more beautiful made Maria the superior person. So she turns to witchcraft and
poisons, because as a well educated woman apparently that was the best option. Then all the evils that are happening
pretty much get heaped on her, but from what I can make of the timeline I'm pretty sure all the torturing of people has
going on long before Maria died. I mean, the hospital was designed with a secret torture chamber and a dungeon...

As for unanswered questions. Everyone is apparently dead or a demon tied to the hospital, so who brought me to the
hospital and put me in a gown? You never encounter another living being for the whole game. And what about the
other "patients" that were listed as being in the hospital? What happened to those people? And I can't work out the
timeline of the game. When did the torture start? Maria and Angel apparently died a month apart, and it must have
been before the demons were released because someone built them a mausoleum with a garden. So everyone was
running around being evil of their own free will long before the demons came into the picture. And what happened to
the Alchemist? . If you like narrative-driven exploration games, and you're a fan of classic science fiction, then this is a game
you need to check out. Reminiscent of games like Dear Esther and Gone Home, this has a more straightforward, traditional
narrative arc, while still allowing for some experimentation.

The entire game takes place over one small city block that changes based on the player's exploration and interaction within the
environment. This focused environment allows the writing to stand on its own, and as such the story is captivating, rife with
conspiracy, paradox, and the paranormal. Each segment of the game explores a different version of the same scene. In addition
to a memorable setting, the game is filled with recurring NPCs that are characterized excellently, returning as different
iterations of themselves in each segment. Each one you encounter has a unique and memorable voice and design that makes
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them stand out. Although the voice acting is not the greatest, no character really stands out as obnoxiously bad, and the
atmosphere is never lost.

If you're looking for something light on action, and heavy on exploring themes and environments, then I definitely suggest this
game. If you're looking for something more traditional, this probably won't be your jam.. Really great game. Love the concept.
The factions and quests were well done.

All in all I would give the game ... 7.5\/10.

What this game really needs is content. A very small number of quests that get over pretty quick.

Otherwise, this game can go a long way. The DLC's look very promising as well.

Buy the game if its on sale. Its definitely worth a play.. Bet it can be a nice game..but its running on 15 fps.

If you want to sell 2013 games on Steam in 2017, make sure they run well in 2017 without problems.
. Can be fun but REALLY REALLY short. The final boss battle is a bit broken, nice level of interaction but hard to recommend
at only 4 to 6 hours, and the 6 hours is taking my time exploring for runes, etc. There isn't a lot of reason to replay, which would
help with the shortness of the game. I would check it out on sale for sure as there is fun to be had. I was just disappointed it was
over so dang quick.. Super meat boy for dummies.. simplistic, not like proper complex fighters, and unlike bushido blade isn't
actual 3d fighter

just fine for 2 shekels (seems abandoned in terms of lack of MP however)
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